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Laser-induced bubble dynamics around micrometer-sized absorbers in water is studied. A
single transient microbubble forms around the whole laser-heated particle due to vaporization of the
surrounding water. Using 12 ns laser pulses, the bubble size increases with radiant exposure,
whereas for 240 and 1800 ns pulses multiple bubble oscillations with a maximum bubble diameter
are observed, which is almost independent from the applied radiant exposure. In this case, thermal
decoupling of the expanding bubble from the absorber by the insulating vapor limits the
heat transfer from the particle to the bubble. The resulting self-limited bubble growth can
increase the precision of cellular laser microsurgery. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2957030�

In many technical procedures such as bubble-jet printer
technologies,1,2 steam laser cleaning,3,4 bubble induced opti-
cal limiting, and switching in suspensions5,6 a fluid vaporizes
at a rapidly heated solid surface and bubbles form on the
micro- or nanoscale. For biomedical applications, endog-
enous and exogenous micro- or nanoabsorbers are utilized to
cause selective tissue damage on the cellular level.7,8 In this
regime of selective photothermolysis, the absorbers are
heated in a transparent surrounding by pulsed laser irradia-
tion, which causes high temperatures spatially confined to
the absorbers. In liquid environments, the resulting transient
vapor bubbles induce highly localized thermomechanical
damage to biological structures.9 This technique has been
successfully applied in medical procedures such as selective
retina therapy10 �SRT� and selective laser trabeculoplasty11

where cells containing absorbing pigments �melanosomes�
are targeted selectively for destruction. Damage to the adja-
cent nontargeted cells, e.g., photoreceptor cells in SRT, has
to be avoided. The positive therapeutic effect is induced by
the healing response of the tissue. Using exogenous biocon-
jugated absorbers, this technique is proposed for selective
cell killing in anticancer therapy12–14 and generation of sub-
cellular effects such as selective protein knockdown15 or cell
membrane permeabilization.16 All aforementioned selective
effects are mediated by bubble formation around laser-heated
absorbers. The bubble size determines the damage range in
the tissue. Therefore, we study the bubble dynamics around
micrometer-sized absorbers with respect to laser pulse dura-
tion and radiant exposure to find optimum irradiation param-
eters, i.e., to keep the damage range constant for a broad
range of radiant exposure ensuring a well-defined precision
of selective photothermolysis.

As a model system for SRT, we suspend micrometer-
sized melanosomes from retinal pigment epithelial cells of
porcine eyes in water. The suspension is irradiated by
pulsed lasers with full width at half maximum pulse
durations �laser of 12 ns at a wavelength of 532 nm,
of 240 and 1800 ns at 527 nm, which are far below and
close to the particle’s thermal relaxation time �T. These
pulse durations ensure spatially confined heating, but
exclude inertially confined irradiation, which avoids tissue

damaging shock waves,17 i.e., �ac=2R /c�700 ps��laser
��T=R2 /4�H2O�440 ns with particle radius R�0.5 �m,
heat diffusivity of water �H2O and speed of sound c.18 Thus,
for the laser pulse parameters used in this study, bubble for-
mation is the origin of cell death19 and bubble dynamics
determines the damage range in the tissue.

Spatially homogeneous irradiation with a flat top beam
profile is achieved in the suspension by mapping the fiber tip
for laser pulse delivery into the melanosome suspension. The
size of the laser-induced bubble is determined by time-
resolved microscopy using a 3 ns dye-laser pulse for illumi-
nation, which is triggered at an adjustable delay related to the
green irradiation laser pulse �Fig. 1, for details see Ref. 18�.
The temporal bubble dynamics is observed by means of the
transmission of a probe laser beam, which is focused onto a
single melanosome. During the bubble lifetime, light is scat-
tered out of the detection aperture of the receiver photodiode,
which results in a decreased detected probe laser power. The
fast flash photographs deliver the size of the bubble at a
specific time, whereas the light scattering technique provides
the lifetime of the bubble.

The bubble dynamics strongly depends on the irradiation
laser pulse duration �Fig. 2�. Due to heat diffusion out of the
absorber during the laser pulse ��T��laser for 240 and
1800 ns�, the threshold radiant exposure for bubble forma-
tion increases with pulse duration �Fig. 2, second row�. In-
creasing radiant exposure leads to a larger heating rate and
an earlier onset of bubble growth relative to the laser pulse at
constant pulse duration �Fig. 2, each column�, because the
bubble nucleation temperature of about 150 °C �Ref. 18� is
reached earlier. For 12 ns pulses, increasing radiant exposure
leads to a single bubble with increasing lifetime �Fig. 2�a��.

a�Electronic mail: j.neumann@lzh.de. FIG. 1. �Color online� Experimental setup.
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Occasionally, a bubble rebound with a significant smaller
lifetime occurs after the collapse of the first bubble �Fig.
2�a�, 237 mJ /cm2�. Applying 240 and 1800 ns pulses, mul-
tiple bubble oscillations can be observed with increasing ra-
diant exposure, but the lifetime of these bubbles �bubble is
nearly independent from the radiant exposure �Figs. 2�b� and
2�c��. Only the number of bubble oscillations increases with
radiant exposure.

Utilizing an interferometric technique,20 the bubble dy-
namics has been proven to be temporally symmetrically, i.e.,
the maximum bubble diameter dbubble

max during each oscillation
is observed at 50% of its lifetime. Fast flash photographs
were taken at �0.5�0.1��bubble �Fig. 3� to assess the maxi-

mum bubble diameter as an estimation for the damage range
in the tissue. A linear relationship between bubble size and
lifetime is obtained demonstrating that lifetime is a measure
for the size �Fig. 3�. All data fit the Rayleigh equation21

for inertia limited bubble dynamics. In case of 240 and
1800 ns pulses, the maximum bubble diameter is limited to
3 �m, whereas diameters up to 7 �m were observed at
�350 mJ /cm2 for 12 ns pulses �Fig. 3�. At higher radiant
exposure thermal disintegration of the melanosome accom-
panied by permanent bubble formation due to the production
of noncondensable gas occurred for 12 ns pulses.

The observation of multiple bubble oscillations can be
explained in a qualitative model. When the nucleation tem-
perature is reached after a certain period of laser-induced
heating, bubbles nucleate in the metastable water at the par-
ticle surface and coalesce to a vapor blanket around the
whole particle.22 The vapor thermally insulates the
absorber,23–25 because the heat diffusivity of vapor is signifi-
cantly smaller than of liquid water.26,27 During the expansion
phase of inertia limited bubble dynamics, the vapor pressure
drives the bubble growth. Only the surrounding metastable
water, which was conductively heated by the particle before
bubble nucleation, can vaporize at the bubble interface and
increase the kinetic energy of the bubble. Now, the bubble
dynamics is nearly decoupled from the particle due to the
insulating vapor. The vaporization at the bubble interface
consumes latent heat and cools the thermal boundary layer
around the bubble. Additionally, this thermal boundary layer
thins during bubble expansion due to growth of its surface
area and heat diffusion in the surrounding.23 When the ther-
mal boundary layer cools down, the vapor inside the bubble
condenses at the vapor-water interface. The vapor pressure
inside the bubble and therefore its expansion velocity de-
creases, which finally results in bubble contraction. When the

FIG. 2. �Color online� Probe laser transmission for melanosomes irradiated by 12 ns �a�, 240 ns �b�, and 1800 ns �c� laser pulses. The same melanosome was
irradiated with increasing radiant exposure at the same pulse duration for each column. Each dip in the probe laser transmission corresponds to a bubble. In
addition, the laser pulse shape for particle heating is plotted in the top row.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Plot of the Rayleigh equation �with ambient pressure
p�=101 kPa, saturated vapor pressure psat�20 °C�=2.33 kPa, water density
��20 °C�=998 kg /m3� and plot of the measured maximum bubble diam-
eters around melanosomes at �0.5�0.1��bubble. Photographs of a melano-
some before irradiation �left� with a 12 ns pulse at 369 mJ /cm2 and the
corresponding bubble ��bubble=533 ns� around the same melanosome �right�
at 255 ns after nucleation are shown.
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bubble has collapsed completely, water gets into contact with
the hot particle again. For 240 and 1800 ns pulses, the laser
still heats the particle after the bubble collapse. The nucle-
ation temperature, which is nearly independent from the
heating rate,18 i.e., applied radiant exposure, can be reached
again after the collapse and an additional bubble oscillation
is initiated. Thus, the main parameter influencing the bubble
dynamics for a given absorber size is not the applied radiant
exposure, but the thermal boundary layer around the particle
at nucleation. The nucleation temperature determines the ini-
tial vapor pressure in the bubble and the thickness of the
thermal boundary layer indicates the amount of stored energy
for bubble growth. Slightly above bubble threshold radiant
exposure, the lifetime and size of the bubble increase with
pulse duration �Fig. 2, second row�, because the thermal
boundary layer thickness increases with heating duration re-
quired for bubble nucleation. For 12 ns pulses, the bubble
size depends on radiant exposure, which indicates that the
energy transfer to the bubble is faster than the time for ther-
mal decoupling of the melanosome from the bubble due to
insulating vapor. In this case, the applied radiant exposure
determines the bubble size.

The conditions for multiple bubble oscillations around
microabsorbers can be analyzed in a more general way �Fig.
4�. For 12 ns irradiation, the storable energy in the microab-
sorber, which is limited by its cooling time �cool and the
maximum absorber temperature without occurrence of ther-
mal absorber disintegration, is not sufficient to cause major
multiple oscillations after the laser pulse ��laser	�bubble and
�cool��bubble in Fig. 4, compare Fig. 2�a��. Immersion of hot
macroscopic metal spheres with diameters of a few centime-
ters, which have a larger volume to surface ratio, into water
without further heating of the sphere results in multiple os-
cillating bubbles �pulsational boiling� on the surface28 ��cool

�bubble in Fig. 4�. This reveals that in the macroscopic case
a sufficient amount of heat can be stored in the particle to
produce multiple oscillations,29 because the heat capacity of
the absorber depends on its volume ��R3� and the heat loss

of the particle depends on its surface area ��R2�. For micro-
absorbers pulsational boiling can only be achieved, if the
heating pulse is longer than the bubble lifetime ��laser
��bubble in Fig. 4, compare Figs. 2�b� and 2�c��.

In biomedical applications, where highly selective tar-
geting of cells is required without any collateral damage to
neighboring structures, it has to be taken into account that
microabsorbers often show variations in size and absorption.
Moreover, scattering objects or other pigments in the tissue
shadow the targeted absorbers. Thus, the required radiant
exposure for bubble formation is unpredictable and has a
large variation. For few nanosecond pulse duration, the
bubble size is a function of the radiant exposure at the par-
ticle resulting in uncontrollable bubble sizes, which
can lead to collateral damage of nontargeted cells. The ap-
plication of pulses with a duration of a few hundred nano-
seconds ��bubble��laser�R2 /4�H2O�, e.g. for SRT,10 can con-
fine the thermal as well as the bubble induced damage range
and provide a larger safety range for the applied radiant ex-
posure, because the bubble size does not depend on radiant
exposure.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Multiple bubble oscillations can occur either for
small particles, when the heating duration ��laser� is longer than the bubble
lifetime �approximated by the Rayleigh equation�, or for larger particles,
when the characteristic cooling time ��cool� is larger than the bubble lifetime.
The area in which single bubble oscillations are expected is dashed.
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